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MEDIA RELEASE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

UN SWISSINDO DEBT BURDEN LIBERATION CERTIFICATE WINS COURT FAVOUR OVER BANKS! 

INDONESIA, JUNE 20, 2018 – On Tuesday, May 8th justice was served in Pariaman District Court, Indonesia, under 
the order of the Assembly Court of Judges, as UN Swissindo’s Debt Burden Liberation Certificate (DBLC) was 
deemed legal and valid, in the case of the Plaintiff, PT. BANK PERKREDITAN RAKYAT (PT. BPR) vs. Defendant 
ERMAYULIS, for an implied unpaid debt. The Plaintiff PT. BPR’s claim was declared unacceptable and they were 
penalized to pay the Court fee of Rp. 284.000.00 (two hundred eighty four thousand rupiah). This Court Order is 
applicable worldwide. 

UN Swissindo has made tremendous progress throughout Indonesia and globally. Most recently great strides have 
been made throughout the Americas, with widespread distribution of the M1 Master Bond Voucher (M1V); the 
opening of an official office in Ecuador, following the acquittal of a fraud claim against UN Swissindo Deputy 
Nelson Bejarano Rocha, in the court of Caluma, Province of Bolivar; and the invitation from the leaders of the 
Indigenous Tribes of the Americas to the King of Kings, Royal K.681, H.M. MR. 
A1.Sino.AS.S”2”.IR.Soegihartonotonegoro H.W.ST.M1 (aka Royal K.681 M1), in recognition and answer to an 
Ancient Prophecy, of “… the one who will make God's plan for the Earth a reality, so humanity may live again in the 
DIVINE LAW OF UNIVERSAL UNITY.” News is rapidly spreading globally, despite the naysayers and adversaries, who 
wish to maintain the status quo and continue to exploit the people and their Human Rights, in efforts to control 
and use humans to create profit/benefit for themselves. All humanity can see the documentation and historical 
records verifying the legality of UN Swissindo and Royal K.681 M1 through their official website swissindo.news 
and recently published history at swissindo.net, originating in 1887, by the world’s Founding Fathers agreement to 
protect the people of the world. 

February 4, 2016, The United Nations Swissindo Board Association of International Document, as directed by Royal 
K.681 M1, released the Debt Burden Liberations Certificate, to provide freedom from the debt slavery system, for 
the entire World. On June 24, 2016, an Official JOINT DECREE LETTER was signed, sealed and delivered by Prof. Dr. 
Haji Muhammad Hatta Ali, SH. MH, UN Swissindo Consumer Protection, TUKIMlNTO, SH. and Royal K.681 M1, the 
Great President of the United Nations, declaring that UN Swissindo’s DBLC (amounting up to Rp. 2 Billion - about 
150K USD per person) “… is absolute truth, is legal and is effective as mutatis mutandis; … and since the Debt 
Burden Liberation Certificate issued on Feb 4, 2016, the Banks have no more right to collect payments or withdraw 
funds from debtors, because the legal relationship between debtors and banks by law have ended. Therefore it can 
be charged as criminal fraud and/or embezzlement. Bank Indonesia and 6 Prime Banks related are released from 
the same burden of each citizen’s debt, as part of purifying the Universe. 

The DBLC is the first phase in UN Swissindo Royal K.681 M1’s Payment Order 1-11 (P1-11) program, to ensure 
every person’s Welfare, equal social justice and sovereignty are in accordance with the contents of the Grand 
Acclamation that was publicly announced by Royal K.681 M1 on October 16, 2016, at Taman Pandang, in front of 
the State Palace of Jakarta. The second phase of the P1-11 program, now in effect, is the M1 Voucher, to provide a 
basic income for all humanity for life of USD 1200 monthly for adults of 17 years and up, who hold a valid ID 
certificate, and USD 600 monthly for students up to 17. The DBLC and M1 Voucher, as Acceptable Certifications, 

http://swissindo.news/
https://swissindo.net/


are acknowledged by the Supreme Court of Indonesia and Non Litigation / Trial SPRIN NO. UN-81704/009 M1, 
dated June 24, 2016. 

Royal K.681 M1 stated that the purpose of the DBLC and the M1 Voucher are presented to free ALL human beings 
from the current debt slavery system. What’s more, these programs are only part of UN Swissindo’s Major 
Program – the completion of P1-11, one of which is Human Obligation. UN Swissindo believes, when everyone’s 
debt is relieved (DBLC) and their basic needs (M1 Voucher) are guaranteed, this means all humans are equal and 
have value as God’s creatures, living into a future we all pray for and deserve … HEAVEN on EARTH. 

The M1 Voucher is being processed through selected banks and Infinite ASBLP accounts (audited by the World 
Bank and verified by the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs - UN-DESA) as part of the Final Audit of the 
884 world banks, the Committee of 300 - The International Organic Agency-United Nations, (Infinite Statements 
Audit: swissindo.news/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/infinite-bank-statement-1.pdf) and Non-Bank Cash Funds. All 
banks that agree to accept this gift offer, to release all world debt and process Basic Income for life through the 
M1 Voucher, will receive a 1.5% payment for management of all transactions handled for their customers. 

The President of Indonesia, the Governor of Bank Indonesia (BI), the leaders of the 6 Prime Banks and the 
Governments and Bankers of the rest of the 884 world banks are invited to meet with UN Swissindo 
representatives in each country, to prepare these programs for the welfare of the People, in accordance with the 
UNITED NATIONS (UNIVERSAL) DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 1948, Article 25: 

(1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of 
himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary 
social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, 
widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond their control. 

UN Swissindo will continue to work with the Governments of Indonesia and the World, undeterred, until P1-11 are 
completed, bringing freedom and glorifying all pure beings, beginning with accepting their monthly basic income, 
as the step forward in experiencing the reality of Heaven on Earth. 

For info on the history of UN Swissindo visit swissindo.net, and any additional info, including to download YOUR 
FREE M1 VOUCHER for a basic income for life, visit the website swissindo.news  
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